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TIME 
 

DISCUSSIONS 
 

WORKSHOPS 
 

CREATIVE TALKS 
 

 

 

10:20-11:15 
AM 

 

The MESS (Mental, Emotional Social Stability) Philosophy: What does 
it mean to be "healthy"? Facilitated by Krishna Taneja, Energy 
Medicine Practitioner (55 min) 

 
The Implosion Exercise, Facilitated by Dina Asfaha, anthropology 
doctoral student, and Randy Burson, Penn MD-PhD candidate (55 min) 

 

 
Visual Communication for Patient Care: A Drawing Workshop, Led by 
Lizz Card, artist and medical student at Penn Medicine (55 min)  

 

Journeys End, Journeys Begin: A Performance Workshop Led by Shapir 
Rosenberg, University of South Florida Palliative Medicine Fellow,  and 
Alison Hartman, Licensed Acupuncturist, Westminster (55 min)  

 
Audio Stories and the adjacent possible, Shiv Rao (15 min)  

From Student to Fashion Designer, Doctor to Print Maker, Dr. Hisla Bates (15 min) 

 

Lightning Talks (5 min each)  

Representing Neurological Conditions in the Arts, Natalie Neale  

The Women Before Me: How painting honor wall portraits of women physicians 
inspired my professional journey, Pamela Chen 

Crafting a Novel Peer-Led Narrative Medicine Curriculum, John Carlo Pasco 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11:20-12:15 
AM 

 
Understanding Visual Impairment and Disease through Art, 
Facilitated by Erika Landau, Assistant Professor of Pediatrics at 
Columbia University (55 min) 
 
The Importance of Representation: Creating an inclusive 
environment through artwork, Facilitated by Pamela Chen, artist and 
current medical student at Harvard University (55 min) 
 

 

Audio Storytelling, Led by Mara Gordon, an assistant professor of family 
medicine at Cooper Medical School of Rowan University and a host of the 
NPR podcast Life Kit (55 min) 
 

Creative Expression through Music, Led by Mary Javian of the Curtis 
Institute of Music, a private conservatory in Philadelphia and one of the 
world’s leading music schools (55 min) 
 
Cultural Parallels in the Art of Breaking and the Practice of Medicine, 
Led by James Corines, DO, a bboy and resident pathologist (55 min) 
 

 
Dr. Duality, Syed Hoda (15 min)  

 

Lightning Talks (5 min each)  

Moving from Scientific Curiosity to Book-Length Project, Sam Apple 

The Aseemkala Initiative: Using Traditional Dance to Narrate Stories of Health 
Equity, Shilpa Darivemula 

The Dementia Letters Project, Kathryne Fassbender  

Finding your voice in medicine: podcasting and tools of change, Shree Nadkarni 

A Trainee-Led, Arts-Inspired Cancer Therapy Group: Benefiting Patients and 
Learners, Shapir Rosenberg 

“A Spoonful of Sugar:” Creative Visual Learning, Mounika Akkera  

From Medical Student to Medical Illustrator: A Journey of Blended Identities, 
Ryoko Hamaguchi  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2:35-3:30 
PM 

 
Rethinking Patient Narratives, Facilitated by Shiv Rao, cardiologist at 
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC) and CEO, Co-founder 
of Abridge AI (55 min) 

 

Racial Healing and Combating Implicit Bias in Medicine, Facilitated by 
Dr. Hisla Bates, artist, printmaker, and New York-based pediatric and 
adult psychiatrist with focus on integrative and holistic approaches to 
mental health (55 min) 
 

 

 

 
Narrative Dance Medicine Workshop: Using Classical Indian Dance to 
Explore Stories for Health Equity, Led by The Aseemkala Initiative, a  
group of female artists and physicians who use traditional dances to 
perform stories of healthcare inequity (55 min) 

 

Doctors make great journalists. Here’s help to get started.  Led by: 
Charlotte Sutton, Assistant Managing Editor for Business, Health, and 
Environment at the Philadelphia Inquirer; Dr. Daniel Taylor, D.O., 
associate professor at Drexel University College of Medicine and director 
of community pediatrics and child advocacy at St. Christopher’s Hospital 
for Children; and Dr. Jason Han, M.D., resident in cardiothoracic surgery 
at Penn Medicine (55 min) 
 

The Filmmaker as Mixmaster, Led by Glenn Holsten, award-winning 
documentary filmmaker with focus on mental health and human rights 
(55 min) 

 
FILM: "Lunch Lament" by Danielle Bellucci (20 min) 

 
Lightning Talks (5 min each)  

Minority Experiences in Medical Education, Mariah Hukins 

Reframe Your Fear, Millie Shah 

Beyond words: Medical comics to express healthcare experiences, Francois Luks 

Introduction to Integrative Medicine in Mental Health, Krishna Taneja  

Music as Medicine: Building and Growing a Choir for the Healthcare and Science 
Community, Abra Shen and Iris Chan 

Drawing for Visual Communication in Medicine, Lizz Card 

Dance Fitness: Medicine for the Mind, Body and Soul, Afua Takyi  

Surviving Residency: The Importance of Fostering Mentors, Chen Zhou 

Performing an Exorcism on Pinball Virus, Laura Michaeli 

 

 

 

 

 

3:35-4:30 
PM  

 
How to Turn Your Curiosity into Book Length Projects, Facilitated by 
Sam Apple, Author and Medical and Health Journalist (55 min) 
 
Making Art vs. Observing Art: Modes of using visual art in medical 
education, Facilitated by Laura Ferguson, artist-in-residence at NYU 
School of Medicine (55 min) 
 

DOUBLE LIVES: What constitutes living a "creative life" in medicine? 

Facilitated by Syed Hoda, photographer, writer, independent record 
label owner, and Clinical Associate Professor / Director of Surgical 
Pathology at NYU Langone Orthopedic Hospital (55 min) 

 

Building Character: Given circumstances and the art of vulnerability, 
Led by Jenna Reece, resident at Penn Medicine, and Daniel Eison, 
attending physician at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) (55 

min) 

 

Visualizing Health Stories, Led by Chethan Sarabu, MD, pediatrician at 
Stanford Medicine, Director of Clinical Informatics at doc.ai (55 min) 

 
PennFIRST and the Patient Pavilion Project, Kathryn Gallagher (15 min) 

Cooking Up Courage, Andrea Weir (15 min) 

 

Lightning Talks (5 min each) 

Vocal Performance, Nitya Rajeshuni 

The Possibilities of Dance in Healthcare Spaces, Colby Damon 

Exploring Combat Medicine through Art, Dina Asfaha 

Healing Words, Elizabeth McCarty 

SATURDAY, MARCH 28th: AM & PM ACTIVITY PROGRAMMING 
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WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS 
 
Journeys End, Journeys Begin: A Performance Sketch Workshop (10:20-11:15AM), Led by Shapir 
Rosenberg, University of South Florida Palliative Medicine Fellow,  and Alison Hartman, Licensed 
Acupuncturist, Westminster 
In this performance piece, a mother and her son's physician tell stories within a story, in many voices, of a young 
man's life--his smile and vitality, his homelessness and drug use--and of his death. Told in monologue and 
dialogue, through words and images, via hospital records, police reports, and poetry, it is a moving tale of love, 
loss, caregiving, and healing. With compassion and vulnerability, humor and creativity, mother and doctor grieve 
and transcend, together. 
 
Visual Communication for Patient Care: A Drawing Workshop (10:20-11:15 AM), Led by Lizz Card, artist 
and medical student at Penn Medicine 
Visual presentation of health information routinely outperforms spoken and written word in patient 
understanding, retention, and compliance with care. However, visual health information is rare and drawing for 
patient education is even rarer, often due to a general lack of confidence in “artistic ability.” Drawing is a skill, 
not a talent, and it can be learned! This workshop will explain the importance of drawing for patients and teach 
you the basics of drawing communicative visuals. 
 
Cultural Parallels in the Art of Breaking and the Practice of Medicine (11:20-12:15PM), Led by James 
Corines, DO, a bboy and resident pathologist 
Forming a clinical impression comes from one's knowledge and experience. Impressions shared in healthcare 
teams impact clinical decisions. This process develops a provider's expertise for patient care. In breaking 
(breakdance), a dancer develops his or her own unique style - a challenge that mirrors the difficulty in creating 
one's clinical impression. Join Dr. James Corines, a bboy and resident pathologist, to learn the basics of breaking 
and gain creative insights for achieving self-expression through movement. 
 
Audio Storytelling in Medicine (11:20-12:15PM), Led by Mara Gordon, an assistant professor of family 
medicine at Cooper Medical School of Rowan University and a host of the NPR podcast Life Kit 
How can doctors and other health care professionals use audio storytelling to help communicate with our 
patients and with each other? In this workshop, we'll talk about the nuts and bolts of podcasting, giving 
interviews, and how we can use great audio to help get our message across. Mara Gordon is an assistant 
professor of family medicine at Cooper Medical School of Rowan University and a host of the NPR podcast Life 
Kit, where she focuses on health-related topics. (Her most recent episode was about how to choose a method of 
contraception!) She will help you think through your podcasting ideas (Should you even start one? Who's your 
audience? How do you develop a clear vision and execute it? What makes good audio?) and also talk about tips 
for being a podcast or radio guest. 
 
Creative Expression Through Music (11:20-12:15PM), Led by Mary Javian of the Curtis Institute of Music, 
a private conservatory in Philadelphia and one of the world’s leading music schools 
This workshop will show how music can be an outlet for patients and caregivers as well as healthcare 
professionals. We will interpret a graphic score based on the artwork of Kandinsky to experience the act of 
interpretation and then use graphic notation to create our own scores. 
 
 

Narrative Dance Medicine Workshop: Using Classical Indian Dance to Explore Stories for Health Equity 
(2:35-3:30PM), Led by The Aseemkala Initiative, a  group of female artists and physicians who use 
traditional dances to perform stories of healthcare inequity 
While bodies are often studied as sources of infection, illness, and healing, rarely do clinicians observe the body 
as a storyteller. Narrative dance medicine is an emerging sphere for performer-physicians who want to express 
their thoughts, who use movement to construct solutions, and who wish to communicate beyond words. In this 
workshop, we will use Indian classical dance as the basis for storytelling and movement as we co-construct 
stories of medicine and explore how these choreographies can inspire change. 
 
Doctors make great journalists. Here’s help to get started. (2:35-3:30PM)  
This panel focuses on how physicians and other practitioners can work with professional editors to write op-eds, 
personal columns and health news articles that resonate with general audiences. We will warm up with a short 
writing exercise, then discuss specific examples of articles our panelists have published in the Philadelphia 
Inquirer, how they were pitched, written and edited, and what the writers learned along the way. You’ll leave 
with writing tips, story ideas and article formats you can fit into your busy life.  
 
Led by: Charlotte Sutton, Assistant Managing Editor for Business, Health, and Environment at the Philadelphia 
Inquirer; Dr. Daniel Taylor, D.O., associate professor at Drexel University College of Medicine and director of 
community pediatrics and child advocacy at St. Christopher’s Hospital for Children; and Dr. Jason Han, M.D., 
resident in cardiothoracic surgery in the Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania.  
 
The Filmmaker as Mixmaster (2:35-3:30PM), Led by Glenn Holsten, award-winning documentary 
filmmaker with focus on mental health and human rights  
Filmmaking is a highly creative, largely collaborative art form, driven by a director’s central vision. Through 
documentary filmmaker Glenn Holsten and his work in the mental health field, participants will gain an 
understanding of the concept of collaborative filmmaking with subjects themselves and learn how the formal 
elements of film (ie. picture, sound, narrative approach) translate into powerful stories of mental health and 
journeys of recovery that embody the honest and most accurate representation of lived experience. 
 
Visualizing Health Stories (3:35-4:30PM), Led by Chethan Sarabu, MD, pediatrician at Stanford Medicine, 
Director of Clinical Informatics at doc.ai 
Visual communication can play an important role in many aspects of healthcare from a patient being able to 
better understand a procedure; to a physician being able to better diagnose by visualizing a timeline of 
symptoms. Attendees of this workshop will learn about a variety of visual communication techniques for 
healthcare and then actively participate in a drawing communication exercise that can be practically applied to a 
variety of health encounters. See this blog post (https://medium.com/@katiemccurdy/show-dont-tell-how-
visuals-improve-healthcare-visits-1b994f7fd90e) for more background information and insight. 
 
Building Character: Given circumstances and the art of vulnerability (3:35-4:30PM), Led by Jenna Reece, 
resident at Penn Medicine, and Daniel Eison, attending physician at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia 
(CHOP) 
Few words inspire as much loathing in medical education as “roleplaying.” Yet, worldwide, people gather to 
roleplay for fun, learning, art, connection, and many reasons unrelated to an OSCE. In this workshop, discover 
how playing characters can let you explore the circumstances of others, access vulnerability, and enjoy 
collaborative emotional and artistic experiences. Learn concepts like bleed, alibi, and play-to-lose that make 
roleplaying more fun and satisfying. Note: better score on Step 2 CS not guaranteed! 
 

 

  


